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Products Detail
PVC coated razor barbed wire

PVC coated razor barbed wire is a kind of modern security fencing materials fabricated with razor-sharp steel
blade and high-tensile wire. Barbed tape can be installed to achieve the result of frightening and stopping to the
aggressive perimeter intruders, with piecing and cutting razor blades mounted at the top of the wall, also the
special designs making climbing and touching extremely difficult. Currently PVC coated razor barbed wire has
been widely used by many countries in military field, prisons, detention houses, government buildings and
other national security facilities.

Material: hot-dipped galvanized steel sheet or stainless steel sheets

Surface treatment: PVC coated and PE coated

Features:
* Strongly anti-acid
* Corrosion resistance
* Difficult to cut
* Hard to climb
* Beautiful appearance
* Extremely durable
* Sturdy and rigid structure

Types:
* PVC coated single loop razor barbed wire
Straight from spiral razor barbed wire. Made of hot-dipped galvanized steel sheet or stainless steel sheets then
PVC coated. It is easy to install while saving the cost. Spiral razor wire is installed without clips, it can be
installed in its natural loops on walls, which looks beautiful and practical.
* PVC coated concertina razor barbed wire
The contiguous two razor wire cross and fastened by iron clips, we call it double loops or cross type razor
barbed wire and it is also called concertina razor barbed wire. PVC coated concertina razor barbed wire is a
new defencing product which is fetched from abroad. Sharp razor barbed wire has a snake-shaped, constituted
by fastened double strand razor wire. Frightening anyone who want to get close to the fence. Actually, people
will be hurt once get across it. It also enjoys good appearance, practical use and can ensure stronger protection.



Applications:
* Widly used in airport, border line, government, bank, bounding wall of villa
* High-class fencing wire for not only military and national security application, but also for cottage and
society fence, and other private buildings.
* Widly used in key military site, prison, government. It is easily and expediently installation, welcome by
army and police.

Outside
Diameter No. of Loops Standard Length per

Coil Type Notes

450mm 33 8M CBT-65 Single coil
500mm 41 10M CBT-65 Single coil
700mm 41 10M CBT-65 Single coil
960mm 53 13M CBT-65 Single coil
500mm 102 16M BTO-10.15.22 Cross type
600mm 86 14M BTO-10.15.22 Cross type
700mm 72 12M BTO-10.15.22 Cross type
800mm 64 10M BTO-10.15.22 Cross type
960mm 52 9M BTO-10.15.22 Cross type


